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Abstract. This paper describes cdiprover3, a tool for proving termi-
nation of term rewrite systems by polynomial interpretations and con-
text dependent interpretations. The methods used by cdiprover3 induce
small bounds on the derivational complexity of the considered system.
We explain the tool in detail, and give an overview of the employed proof
methods.

1 Introduction

Term rewriting is a Turing complete model of computation, which is conceptu-
ally closely related to declarative and (first-order) functional programming. One
of its most studied properties, termination, is also a central problem in com-
puter science. This property is undecidable in general, but many partial decision
methods have been developed in the last decades. Beyond showing termination
of a given rewrite system, some of these methods can also give bounds on various
measures of its complexity. As suggested in [13], a natural way of measuring the
complexity of a term rewrite system is to analyse its derivational complexity.
The derivational complexity is a function which relates the size of a term and
the maximal number of rewrite steps that can be executed starting from any
term of that size in the given rewrite system. We are particularly interested in
small, i.e. polynomial upper bounds on this function. In contrast to our approach
of measuring derivational complexity, the constructor discipline is mentioned in
[16]. In this field, we look at the complexity of the function that is encoded
by a constructor system. It is either measured by the number of rewrite steps
needed to bring the term into normal form [4, 2], or by counting the number of
steps needed by some evaluation mechanism different from standard term rewrit-
ing [17, 5]. Both of these measures describe the complexity of the computation
underlying the given rewrite system in some sense.

In this paper, we describe cdiprover3, a tool which uses polynomial and
context dependent interpretations in order to prove termination and complexity
bounds of term rewrite systems. The tool, its predecessors, and full experimental
data are available at

http://cl-informatik.uibk.ac.at/∼aschnabl/experiments/cdi/ .



Polynomial interpretations, introduced in [15], are a standard direct termination
proof method. Besides showing termination of rewrite systems, they also pro-
vide an easy way to extract upper bounds on the derivational complexity [13].
However, as noticed in [12], this often heavily overestimates the derivational
complexity. Context dependent interpretations, also introduced in [12], are an
effort to improve these upper bounds.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the
basics of term rewriting needed to state all relevant results. In Section 3, we
briefly describe polynomial and context dependent interpretations, which are
used by cdiprover3. Section 4 describes the implementation of cdiprover3,
and mentions some experimental results. In Section 5, we explain the input and
output of cdiprover3 in detail. Last, in Section 6, we state conclusions and
potential future work.

2 Term Rewriting

In this section, we review some basics of term rewriting. We only cover the con-
cepts which are relevant to this paper. A general introduction to term rewriting
can be found in [3, 24], for instance.

A term rewrite system (TRS)R consists of a signature F , a countably infinite
set of variables V disjoint from F , and a finite set of rewrite rules l → r, where
l and r are terms such that l /∈ V and all variables which occur in r also occur
in l. The signature F defines a set of function symbols, and assigns to each
function symbol f its arity. We assume that every signature contains at least
one function symbol of arity 0. The set of terms built from F and V is denoted by
T (F ,V). The set of terms T (F) without any variables is called the set of ground
terms over F . A function symbol is defined if it occurs at the root of a left hand
side of a rewrite rule. All non-defined function symbols are called constructors. A
constructor based term is a term containing exactly one defined function symbol,
which appears at the root of that term. We call the total number of function
symbol and variable occurrences in a term t its size, denoted by |t|. A substitution
is a mapping σ : Dom(σ) → T (F ,V), where Dom(σ) is a finite subset of V. The
result of replacing all occurrences of variables x ∈ Dom(σ) in a term t by σ(x)
is denoted by tσ. A context is a term C[�] containing a single occurrence of a
fresh function symbol � of arity 0. If we replace � with a term t, we denote the
resulting term by C[t]. Given a TRS R and two terms s, t, we say that s rewrites
to t (s →R t) if there exist a context C, a substitution σ and a rewrite rule l → r
in R such that s = C[lσ] and t = C[rσ]. The transitive closure of this relation is
→+
R. The reflexive and transitive closure is →∗

R. We write →n
R to express n-fold

composition of →R. A TRS R is terminating if there exists no infinite chain of
terms t0, t1, . . . such that ti →R ti+1 for each i ∈ N. For a terminating TRS R,
the derivation length of a term t is defined as dlR(t) = max{n | ∃s : t →n

R s}.
The derivational complexity is the function dcR : N → N which maps n to
max{dlR(t) | |t| 6 n}.



3 Used Termination Proof Methods

3.1 Polynomial Interpretations

An F-algebra A for some signature F consists of a carrier A and interpretation
functions {fA : An → A | f ∈ F , n = arity(f)}. Given an assignment α : V → A,
we denote the evaluation of a term t into A by [α]A(t). It is defined inductively
as follows:

[α]A(x) = α(x) for x ∈ V
[α]A(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = fA([α]A(t1), . . . , [α]A(tn)) for f ∈ F

A well-founded monotone F-algebra is a pair (A, >) where A is an F-algebra
and > is a well-founded proper order such that for every function symbol f ∈ F ,
fA is strictly monotone with respect to >, i.e.

fA(s1, . . . , si, . . . , sn) > fA(s1, . . . , ti, . . . , sn)

whenever si > ti. A well-founded monotone algebra (A, >) is compatible with a
TRS R if for every rewrite rule l → r in R and every assignment α, [α]A(l) >
[α]A(r) holds. It is a well-known fact that a TRS R is terminating if and only
if there exists a well-founded monotone algebra that is compatible with R. A
polynomial interpretation [15] is an interpretation into a well-founded monotone
algebra (A, >) such that A ⊆ N, > is the standard order on the natural numbers,
and fA is a polynomial for every function symbol f . If a polynomial interpreta-
tion is compatible with a TRS R, then we clearly have dlR(t) 6 [α]A(t) for all
terms t and assignments α.

Example 1. Consider the TRS R with the following rewrite rules over the sig-
nature containing the function symbols 0 (arity 0), s (arity 1), + and - (arity 2).
This system is example SK90/2.11.trs in the termination problems database1

(TPDB), which is the standard benchmark for termination provers:

+(0, y) → y -(0, y) → 0 -(s(x), s(y)) → -(x, y)
+(s(x), y) → s(+(x, y)) -(x, 0) → x

The following interpretation functions build a compatible polynomial interpre-
tation A over the carrier N:

+A(x, y) = 2x + y -A(x, y) = 3x + 3y sA(x) = x + 2 0A = 1

A strongly linear interpretation is a polynomial interpretation such that ev-
ery interpretation function fA has the form fA(x1, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 xi +c, c ∈ N.

A surprisingly simple property is that compatibility with a strongly linear inter-
pretation induces a linear upper bound on the derivational complexity.

1 see http://www.lri.fr/∼marche/tpdb/ and http://termcomp.uibk.ac.at/.



A linear polynomial interpretation is a polynomial interpretation where each
interpretation function fA has the shape fA(x1, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 aixi+c, ai ∈ N,

c ∈ N. For instance, the interpretation given in Example 1 is a linear polynomial
interpretation. Because of their simplicity, this class of polynomial interpreta-
tions is the one most commonly used in automatic termination provers. As il-
lustrated by Example 2 below, if only a single one of the coefficients ai in any of
the functions fA is greater than 1, there might already exist derivations whose
length is exponential in the size of the starting term.

Example 2. Consider the TRS S with the following single rule over the signature
containing the function symbols a, b (arity 1), and c (arity 0). This system is
example SK90/2.50.trs in the TPDB:

a(b(x)) → b(b(a(x)))

The following interpretation functions build a compatible linear polynomial in-
terpretation A over N:

aA(x) = 2x bA(x) = x + 1 cA = 0

If we start a rewrite sequence from the term an(b(c)), we reach the normal form
b2n

(an(c)) after 2n−1 rewriting steps. Therefore, the derivational complexity of
S is at least exponential.

3.2 Context Dependent Interpretations

Even though polynomial interpretations provide an easy way to obtain an up-
per bound on the derivational complexity of a TRS, they are not very suitable
for proving polynomial derivational complexity. Strongly linear interpretations
only capture linear derivational complexity, but even a slight generalisation ad-
mits already examples of exponential derivational complexity, as illustrated by
Example 2. In [12], context dependent interpretations are introduced. They use
an additional parameter (usually denoted by ∆) in the interpretation functions,
which changes in the course of evaluating the interpretation of a term, thus
making the interpretation dependent on the context. This way of computing
interpretations also allows us to bridge the gap between linear and polynomial
derivational complexity.

Definition 1. A context dependent interpretation C for some signature F con-
sists of functions {fC [∆] : (R+

0 )
n → R+

0 | f ∈ F , n = arity(f),∆ ∈ R+}
and {f i

C : R+ → R+ | f ∈ F , i ∈ {1, . . . , arity(f)}}. Given a ∆-assignment
α : R+ ×V → R+

0 , the evaluation of a term t by C is denoted by [α, ∆]C(t). It is
defined inductively as follows:

[α, ∆]C(x) = α(∆, x) for x ∈ V
[α, ∆]C(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = fC [∆]([α, f1

C (∆)]C(t1), . . . , [α, fn
C (∆)]C(tn)) for f ∈ F



Definition 2. For each ∆ ∈ R+, let >∆ be the order defined by a >∆ b ⇐⇒
a − b > ∆. A context dependent interpretation C is compatible with a TRS R
if for all rewrite rules l → r in R, all ∆ ∈ R+, and every ∆-assignment α, we
have [α, ∆]C(l) >∆ [α, ∆]C(r).

Definition 3. A ∆-linear interpretation is a context dependent interpretation
C whose interpretation functions have the form

fC [∆](z1, . . . , zn) =
n∑

i=1

a(f,i)zi +
n∑

i=1

b(f,i)zi∆ + cf∆ + df

f i
C(∆) =

∆

a(f,i) + b(f,i)∆

with a(f,i), b(f,i), cf , df ∈ N, a(f,i) + b(f,i) 6= 0 for all f ∈ F , 1 6 i 6 n. If we
have a(f,i) ∈ {0, 1} for all f, i, we also call it a ∆-restricted interpretation

We consider ∆-linear interpretations because of the similarity between the
functions fC [∆] and the interpretation functions of linear polynomial interpre-
tations. Another point of interest is that the simple syntactical restriction to
∆-restricted interpretations yields a quadratic upper bound on the derivational
complexity. Moreover, because of the special shape of ∆-linear interpretations,
we need no additional monotonicity criterion for our main theorems:

Theorem 1 ([18]). Let R be a TRS and suppose that there exists a compatible
∆-linear interpretation. Then R is terminating and dcR(n) = 2O(n).

Theorem 2 ([21]). Let R be a TRS and suppose that there exists a compatible
∆-restricted interpretation. Then R is terminating and dcR(n) = O(n2).

Example 3. Consider the TRS given in Example 1 again. A compatible ∆-
restricted (and ∆-linear) interpretation C is built from the following interpre-
tation functions:

+C [∆](x, y) = (1 + ∆)x + y + ∆ +1
C(∆) =

∆

1 + ∆
+2
C(∆) = ∆

-C [∆](x, y) = x + y + ∆ -1C(∆) = ∆ −2
C(∆) = ∆

sC [∆](x) = x + ∆ + 1 s1C(∆) = ∆ 0C [∆] = 0

Note that this interpretation gives a quadratic upper bound on the derivational
complexity. However, from the polynomial interpretation given in Example 1, we
can only infer an exponential upper bound [13]. Consider the term Pn,n, where
we define P0,n = sn(0) and Pm+1,n = +(Pm,n, 0). We have |Pn,n| = 3n + 1. For
every m,n ∈ N, Pm+1,n rewrites to Pm,n in n+1 steps. Therefore, Pn,n reaches its
normal form sn(0) after n(n+1) rewrite steps. Hence, the derivational complexity
is also Ω(n2) for this example, so the inferred bound O(n2) is tight.



4 Implementation

cdiprover3 is written fully in OCaml2. It employs the libraries of the termi-
nation prover TTT2

3. From these libraries, functionality for handling TRSs and
SAT encodings, and an interface to the SAT solver MiniSAT4 are used. Without
counting this, the tool consists of about 1700 lines of OCaml code. About 25%
of that code are devoted to the manipulation of polynomials and extensions of
polynomials that stem from our use of the parameter ∆. Another 35% are used
for constructing parametric interpretations and building suitable Diophantine
constraints (see below) which enforce the necessary conditions for termination.
Using TTT2’s library for propositional logic and its interface to MiniSAT, 15% of
the code deal with encoding Diophantine constraints into SAT. The remaining
code is used for parsing input options and the given TRS, generating output,
and controlling the program flow.

In order to find polynomial interpretations automatically, Diophantine con-
straints are generated according to the procedure described in [6]. Putting an
upper bound on the coefficients makes the problem finite. Essentially following
[8], we then encode the (finite domain) constraints into a propositional satisfiabil-
ity problem. This problem is given to MiniSAT. From a satisfying assignment for
the SAT problem, we construct a polynomial interpretation which is monotone
and compatible with the given TRS.

This procedure is also the basis of the automatic search for ∆-linear and ∆-
restricted interpretations. The starting point of that search is an interpretation
with uninstantiated coefficients. If we want to be able to apply Theorem 1 or 2,
we need to find coefficients which make the resulting interpretation compatible
with the given TRS. Furthermore, we need to make sure that no divisions by
zero occur in the interpretation functions. Again, we encode these properties
into Diophantine constraints on the coefficients of a ∆-linear or ∆-restricted
interpretation. The encoding is an adaptation of the procedure in [6] to context
dependent interpretations: to encode the condition that no divisions by zero
occur, we use the constraint

a(f,i) + b(f,i) > 0

for each function symbol f ∈ F , and 1 6 i 6 arity(f). Here, the variables
a(f,i) and b(f,i) refer to the (uninstantiated) coefficients of fC [∆], as presented
in Definition 3. If a ∆-restricted interpretation is searched, we also add the
constraint

a(f,i) − 1 6 0

for each f ∈ F , and 1 6 i 6 arity(f), which enforces the ∆-restricted shape. To
ensure compatibility with the given TRS, we use the constraints

∀α∀∆∀x1 . . .∀xn [α, ∆]C(l)− [α, ∆]C(r)−∆ > 0
2 http://caml.inria.fr.
3 http://colo6-c703.uibk.ac.at/ttt2.
4 http://minisat.se.



for each rule l → r in the given TRS, where x1, . . . , xn is the set of variables
occurring in l → r. We unfold [α, ∆]C according to the equalities given in Defi-
nitions 1 and 3. We then use some (incomplete) transformations to obtain a set
of constraints using only the variables a(f,i), b(f,i), cf , and df introduced in Def-
inition 3. Satisfaction of these transformed constraints then implies satisfaction
of the original constraints, which in turn implies compatibility of the induced
context dependent interpretation with the given TRS.

For a detailed description of this procedure, we refer to [21, 18]. Once we
have built the constraints, we continue using the same techniques as for search-
ing polynomial interpretations: we encode the constraints in a propositional sat-
isfiability problem, apply the SAT solver, and use a satisfying assignment to
construct a context dependent interpretation.

Table 1 shows experimental results of applying cdiprover3 on the 957 known
terminating examples of version 4.0 of the TPDB. The tests were performed
single-threaded on a server equipped with 8 AMD R© OpteronTM 2.80 GHz dual
core processors with 64 GB of memory. For each system, cdiprover3 was given
a timeout of 60 seconds. All times in the table are given in milliseconds. The
first line of the table indicates the used proof technique; SL denotes strongly
linear interpretations. The second row of the table specifies the upper bound for
the coefficient variables; in all tests, we called cdiprover3 with the options -i
-b X (see Section 5 below), where X is the value specified in the second row. As
we can see, cdiprover3 is able to prove polynomial derivational complexity for
88 of the 368 known terminating non-duplicating rewrite systems of the TPDB
(duplicating rewrite systems have at least exponential derivational complexity,
so this restriction is harmless here). The results indicate that an upper bound
of 7 on the coefficient variables suffices to capture all examples on our test set.
Therefore, 3 and 7 seem to be good candidates for default values of the -b flag.
However, it should be noted that our handling of the divisions introduced by
the functions f i

C is computationally rather expensive, which is indicated by the
number of timeouts and the average time needed for successful proofs. This also
explains the slight decrease in performance when we extend the search space to
∆-linear interpretations. The amount and average time of successes for ∆-linear
interpretations remains almost constant for the tested upper bounds on the coef-
ficient variables. However, raising this upper bound leads to a significant increase
in the number of timeouts. There is exactly one system which can be handled
by ∆-linear interpretations (even with upper bound 3), but not by ∆-restricted
interpretations: system SK90/2.50 in the TPDB, which we mentioned in Ex-
ample 2. Note that it is theoretically impossible to find a suitable ∆-restricted
interpretation for this TRS, since its derivational complexity is exponential.

5 Using cdiprover3

cdiprover3 is called from command line. Its basic usage pattern is

$ ./cdiprover3 <options> <filename> <timeout>



Table 1. Performance of cdiprover3

Method SL SL+∆-rest. ∆-linear ∆-rest.
-i -b X 31 31 3 7 15 31 3 7 15 31

# success 41 88 82 83 82 83 83 86 86 86
average success time 15 3287 5256 5566 4974 5847 3425 3935 3837 3845
# timeout 0 234 525 687 750 797 142 189 222 238

– <timeout> specifies the maximum number of seconds until cdiprover3 stops
looking for a suitable interpretation.

– <filename> specifies the path to the file which contains the considered TRS.
– For <options>, the following switches are available:

-c <class> defines the desired subclass of the searched polynomial or con-
text dependent interpretation. The following values of <class> are legal:
linear, simple, simplemixed, quadratic These values specify the re-

spective subclasses of polynomial interpretations, as defined in [22].
Linear polynomial interpretations imply an exponential upper bound
on the derivational complexity. The other classes imply a double ex-
ponential upper bound, cf. [13].

pizerolinear, pizerosimple, pizerosimplemixed, pizeroquadratic
For these values, cdiprover3 tries to find a polynomial interpreta-
tion with the following restrictions: defined function symbols are in-
terpreted by linear, simple, simple-mixed, or quadratic polynomials,
respectively. Constructors are interpreted by strongly linear polyno-
mials. These interpretations guarantee that the derivation length of
all constructor based terms is polynomial [4].

sli This option corresponds to strongly linear interpretations. As men-
tioned in Section 3, they induce a linear upper bound on the deriva-
tional complexity of a compatible TRS.

deltalinear This value specifies that the tool should search for a ∆-
linear interpretation. By Theorem 1, compatibility with such an in-
terpretation implies an exponential upper bound on the derivational
complexity.

deltarestricted This value corresponds to ∆-restricted interpretations.
By Theorem 2, they induce a quadratic upper bound.

-b <bound> sets the upper bound for the coefficient variables. The default
value for this bound is 3.

-i This switch activates an incremental strategy for handling the upper
bound on the coefficient variables. First, cdiprover3 tries to find a so-
lution using an intermediate upper bound of 1 (which corresponds to
encoding each coefficient variable by one bit). Whenever the tool fails
to find a proof for some upper bound b, it is checked whether b is equal
to the bound specified by the -b option. If that is the case, then the
search for a proof is given up. Otherwise, b is set to the minimum of the
bound specified by the -b option and 2(b + 1)− 1 (which corresponds to
increasing the number of bits used for each coefficient variable by 1).



If the -c switch is not specified, then the standard strategy for proving
polynomial derivational complexity is employed. First, cdiprover3 looks for
a strongly linear interpretation. If that is not successful, then a suitable ∆-
restricted interpretation is searched. The input TRS files are expected to have
the same format as the files in the TPDB. The format specification for this
database is available at http://www.lri.fr/∼marche/tpdb/format.html.

The output given by cdiprover3, as exemplified by Example 4, is structured
as follows. The first line contains a short answer to the question whether the given
TRS is terminating: YES, MAYBE, or TIMEOUT. The latter means that cdiprover3
was still busy after the specified timeout. MAYBE means that a termination proof
could not be found, and cdiprover3 gave up before time ran out. The answer
YES indicates that an interpretation of the given class has been found which
guarantees termination of the given TRS. It is followed by the inferred bound on
the derivational complexity and a listing of the interpretation functions. After
the interpretation functions, the elapsed time between the call of cdiprover3
and the output of the proof is given. In all cases, the answer is concluded by
statistics stating the total number of monomials in the constructed Diophantine
constraints, and the upper bound for the coefficients that was used in the last
call to MiniSAT.

Example 4. Given the TRS shown in Example 1, cdiprover3 produces the out-
put shown in Figure 1. The interpretations in Example 3 and in the output are
equivalent. Note that the parameter ∆ in the interpretation functions fC [∆] is
treated like another argument of the function. The interpretation functions f i

C
are represented by f tau i in the output.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have presented the (as far as we know) first tool which is specif-
ically designed for automatically proving polynomial derivational complexity of
term rewriting. We have also given a brief introduction into the applied proof
methods.

During the almost two years which have passed between the 13th ESSLLI
Student Session, where this paper was originally published, and the writing of
this version, we have done further work concerning context dependent interpre-
tations and automated complexity analysis.

In [20], we have extended ∆-linear interpretations to ∆2-interpretations, de-
fined by the following shape:

fC(∆, z1, . . . , zn) =
n∑

i=1

a(f,i)zi +
n∑

i=1

b(f,i)zi∆ + gf + hf∆

f i
C(∆) =

c(f,i) + d(f,i)∆

a(f,i) + b(f,i)∆



In the same paper, we have established a correspondence result between ∆2-
interpretations and two-dimensional matrix interpretations. Matrix interpreta-
tions are interpretations into a well-founded F-monotone algebra using vectors
of natural numbers as their carrier. Their interpretation functions are based on
vector addition and matrix-vector multiplication. See [7] for a more detailed
description of matrix interpretations. We have the following theorem:

Theorem 3 ([20]). Let R be a TRS and let C be a ∆2-interpretation such that
R is compatible with C. Then there exists a corresponding matrix interpretation
A (of dimension 2) compatible with R.

With some minor restrictions, the theorem also holds in the reverse direction.
Also note that one-dimensional matrix interpretations are equivalent to polyno-
mial interpretations as long as all used polynomials are linear.

Moreover, in the meantime, Martin Avanzini, Georg Moser, and the author
of this paper have also been developing TCT, a more general tool for automated
complexity analysis of term rewriting. TCT can be found at

http://cl-informatik.uibk.ac.at/software/tct/ .

While TCT does not apply polynomial and context dependent interpretations
anymore, matrix interpretations are one of its most heavily used proof tech-
niques. As suggested by Theorem 3, all examples, where cdiprover3 can show
a polynomial upper bound on the derivational complexity of a TRS, can also
be handled by TCT with a matrix interpretation of dimension at most 2 (of
a restricted shape which induces a quadratic upper bound on the derivational
complexity). Further techniques implemented by TCT include arctic interpreta-
tions [14] (the basic idea of this technique is to extend matrix interpretations
to a domain different from natural numbers), root labeling [23], and rewriting
of right hand sides [25]. Currently, TCT can show a polynomial upper bound on
the derivational complexity of 212 of the 368 known terminating non-duplicating
systems mentioned in Section 4. The average time for a successful complexity
proof is 4.89 seconds, and TCT produces a timeout for 122 of the remaining
systems. However, it should be noted that TCT was designed to run several ter-
mination proof attempts in parallel, and TCT ran on 16 cores in this test (we
used the same testing machine as for the tests described in Section 4, and we
did not restrict TCT to run single-threaded). Hence, the numbers are not directly
comparable. Still, it becomes visible that the power of automated derivational
complexity analysis has increased greatly during the last two years.

At this point, there exist upper bounds on the derivational complexity in-
duced by most direct termination proof techniques. However, virtually all state-
of-the-art termination provers employ the dependency pair framework, cf. [9],
in their proofs. As shown in [19], not even the most simple version of the de-
pendency pair method, as presented in [1], is suitable for inferring polynomial
upper bounds on derivational complexities. There have been efforts in [10, 11]
to weaken the basic dependency pair method in order to make it usable for
bounding the derivation length of constructor based terms (this is called run-
time complexity analysis in these papers). A possible avenue for future work



would be to develop a restricted version of the dependency pair method (or even
the dependency pair framework) which is able to infer polynomial bounds on
derivational complexities.
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Fig. 1. Output produced by cdiprover3.

$ cat tpdb-4.0/TRS/SK90/2.11.trs

(VAR x y)

(RULES

+(0,y) -> y

+(s(x),y) -> s(+(x,y))

-(0,y) -> 0

-(x,0) -> x

-(s(x),s(y)) -> -(x,y)

)

(COMMENT Example 2.11 (Addition and Subtraction) in \cite{SK90})
$ ./cdiprover3 -i tpdb-4.0/TRS/SK90/2.11.trs 60

YES

QUADRATIC upper bound on the derivational complexity

This TRS is terminating using the deltarestricted interpretation

-(delta, X1, X0) = + 1*X0 + 1*X1 + 0 + 0*X0*delta + 0*X1*delta + 1*delta

s(delta, X0) = + 1*X0 + 1 + 0*X0*delta + 1*delta

0(delta) = + 0 + 0*delta

+(delta, X1, X0) = + 1*X0 + 1*X1 + 0 + 0*X0*delta + 1*X1*delta + 1*delta

- tau 1(delta) = delta/(1 + 0 * delta)

- tau 2(delta) = delta/(1 + 0 * delta)

s tau 1(delta) = delta/(1 + 0 * delta)

+ tau 1(delta) = delta/(1 + 1 * delta)

+ tau 2(delta) = delta/(1 + 0 * delta)

Time: 0.024418 seconds

Statistics:

Number of monomials: 187

Last formula building started for bound 1

Last SAT solving started for bound 1


